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Before you design…
Prior to embarking on your journey into the world of letterpress design, it is important to understand some of the 

parameters of this artform.

Taking the time to read over our Media Supply Guide will save you both time and money and help you to achieve  

the best possible letterpress outcome.  So pour yourself a cup of tea, find a place where you are at peace with the  

world and enjoy. Please call if you have any further questions. We look forward to working with you!

What is Letterpress?
Letterpress transports us back to an era of quality, when printing was considered a craft of masters rather than a 

commodity based manufacturing process. Having commenced in Europe in the 14th century the letterpress process  

is steeped in nostalgia, each impression building upon centuries of acquired knowledge.

Letterpress itself is a relief printing process, which means that the type and artwork can be impressed into the paper, 

rather than sit on the surface like conventional printing. When coupled with the classic feel of 100% cotton fibre papers 

that are designed to crush, the depth of impression is further enhanced. A beautifully crafted letterpress piece is simply 

irresistible; visually appealing to the eye and absolutely gorgeous to hold.

File Set Up
These instructions have been compiled for Adobe Creative Suite users.  

Finished artwork should be supplied as high resolution PDFs.

1. All Fonts Outlined

2. Pantone PMS Colours or Black Only (each colour must be set at 100% tint and opacity)

3. Bleed 3mm (if required)

4. Crop Marks Only (please set these at 0.5mm weight with a 3mm offset setting in Registration Colour)

If pre-press requires you to supply the native files we will let you know. If you have any reason to doubt the  

printability of your design, please don’t be afraid to send us a proof and say hello during the creative process.

Colours & Ink

+ DESIGN USING PANTONE COLOURS AT 100% 

Most letterpress jobs use only 1 or 2 colours. When designing you should use Pantone Spot Colours or Black only.  

CMYK, RGB and Lab Colours are not suitable for letterpress colour matching. 

The opacity and tint values of all colours must be set at 100% because each colour value you use will require a  

separate ink makeup, film, plate and pass on the press.

+ SELECTING COATED OR UNCOATED PANTONES

Though they may look different on screen, uncoated and coated inks are mixed with the exact same ratios.  

They are one and the same but present differently due to the absorbency of coated/gloss papers and uncoated/ 

bond/cotton stocks. If you intend to print on an uncoated stock (almost all letterpress job are) then please refer  

to the uncoated Pantone colour guide.
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+ METALLIC INK

If you would like to use metallic inks, please understand that they will not have the same lustre and shine as the  

Pantone metallic coated paper swatch books when used on uncoated substrates. If you desire a metallic effect  

which leaps off the page, consider finishing with hot foil.

+ CUSTOMISED INK MIXES  

The Pantone Matching System (PMS) is the colour bible of the print industry. If however you find the 1,114 Pantone 

colours limiting, fear not, we are here to help. Just post in your colour specimen (ideally a fabric or paint swatch not  

a big red fire engine), and we will emulate that colour as closely as possible. 

+ PAPER COLOUR EFFECTS INK COLOUR

Letterpress inks are translucent and do not knock out the colour of the papers that they are printed on. This means that 

the colour of the paper will affect the colour of the ink. e.g. a blue ink on a yellow paper results in a green appearance. 

White or slightly off white stocks are therefore best suited to letterpress printing.

Overprinting Colours  

+ OVERLAPPING INK REGIONS

Since letterpress inks are translucent, it is possible to overprint one layer of ink on another. The overlapping ink layers, 

commonly known as overprinting, can result in the creation of a third colour. e.g. a blue ink layer over a yellow ink layer 

creates a green layer. The problem is that it is not possible to predict the resulting colour with any great certainty,  

so keep an open mind if you intend to experiment with overprinting techniques.

There is also a limit as to how much impression can be applied to each of the ink colours. Generally we print  

the lighter colour first with slightly less impression and then increase the impression for the application of  

the second darker colour. 

Setting up for overprinting is simple when you know how.  Please follow these instructions.

+ ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR

Open  Attributes Palette (located in the top tool bar under Window)

Select Your design object (all type must be outlined prior to production)

Check Overprint Fill / Overprint Stroke checkbox in the Attributes Palette

Output If you intend to create your final PDF from Adobe Illustrator

Check Overprint is set to Preserve beneath the Advanced Menu of the Print Dialogue Box

+ ADOBE INDESIGN

Open  Attributes Palette (located in the top tool bar under Window > Output)

Select Your design object (all type must be outlined prior to production)

Check Overprint Fill / Overprint Stroke checkbox in the Attributes Palette
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Check your Colour Management

+ ACROBAT TOOLS

Prior to outputting your final artwork to PDF, please check that all colours are PMS or Black (K) and that the  

opacity and tint values are set at 100%. Once you have output your Print PDF check your colour set up using  

the Acrobat Tools. 

Select Tools  >  Print Production  >  Output Preview

If you check and uncheck the boxes, you will be able to determine if there are any unwanted spot colours in  

your design and if you have commanded any overprint functions.

Solids

+ SIZE MATTERS

A large solid is defined as any area of continuous colour greater than 15mm x 15mm. 

The reason you fell in love with letterpress is probably because of that deep impression (deboss) that creates contrast 

and looks and feels so so good. When employing large solids keep in mind that there is an inverse relationship between 

ink coverage and impression. The more ink, the less impression. You should aim to keep the ink coverage less than 40% 

of the total available area as a rule.

There are other factors to keep in mind when working with solids. Solid areas of colour in letterpress tend to have a 

slightly mottled effect, almost suede-like in appearance. Some people love the velvety finish and others claim that it 

looks cloudy.

If you are using a large solid and text together that are the same colour, we may have to treat these as 2 separate 

passes through the press. There are two reasons for this;

1. The solid will have less impression and type requires more impression. 

2. We need to run more ink to hold the solid to the correct density. Conversely, it is this heavy coverage that clogs  

up type areas and so we split them into two separate printing plates.

Either way this will incur additional costs  -  1 extra plate >  make ready  > pass through the press. 

NB: Large floods of colour may also cause thinner papers to buckle.

Fine Lines & Dots 

+ MINIMUM SIZE & WEIGHT

Please avoid using hairlines as they tend to disappear during the plate making process and/or do not deboss well.  

Please ensure that lines are no less than 0.3 points or 0.1mm thick. Please use 0.5 points or 0.176mm thickness for  

dot diameters and isolated lines e.g. lines for people to write their names/addresses.  
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Fonts & Typefaces

+ MINIMUM SIZE

Now this is where a little letterpress experience comes in handy. We recommend using type no smaller than 7 points 

depending on the font’s characteristics. The composition of typefaces can vary especially when working with more 

elaborate fonts. e.g. script fonts. 

The trick is to identify all the thin lines and terminals and add a stroke to these until the finest element is 0.3points  

or 0.1mm thick. If you are unsure, we are always here to lend a hand.  Drop us a line.

+ OUTLINING & TRACKING

All fonts should be converted to outlines and the tracking should be increased by +5 to compensate for the  

debossing effect of type on paper.   

+ REVERSE TYPE  

Reverse type is where the background rather than the type is printed. The type therefore will be the colour of the paper. 

Due to the heavier ink coverage required for the solid, this unprinted area of type can fill in and make your typeface 

appear smaller than intended. This letterpress print limitation is called gain. In order to compensate for gain  

we recommend;

1. using fonts no smaller than 12 points for reverse type

2. increasing the tracking

3. adding a small point stroke to your type so that when it gains on the press it will appear as it was originally  

intended on screen (all elements should be no less than 0.3points or 0.1mm thick).

Parallel Borders

+ BORDERS

If possible please avoid designs that incorporate uniform borders. Letterpress papers are made from 100% cotton  

rag content and are very soft. When the guillotine clamps and slices through this paper, there can be a slight  

shift in the position of the items being trimmed. This is referred to as slippage.

As a result is it is extremely difficult to ensure that the borders will be equidistant from the trimmed edge.  

Great care must be taken during the production process therefore designs incorporating parallel borders  

will attract an additional charge.

Diecuts and Scores

+ POSITIONAL INDICATORS

Clearly indicate the position of diecuts and scores on your artwork by using a 1 point line in 100% Magenta  

(Cyan also acceptable). Please set this up on its own layer in your native file and call it “Diecut” or “Score”.  

If the die is complicated, please drop us a line or call to discuss your concept.
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Images & Lineart

+ VECTORS

Use vector based images where possible. 

+ RASTERS

Raster images can be letterpress printed but require a more specific effort to be set up in Bitmap mode.   

To achieve best results, we recommend adjusting image levels and tone before conversion to Greyscale mode.  

+ PHOTOSHOP BITMAP

Select Image  >  Mode  >  Greyscale Select

Image Mode  >  Bitmap  >  Output  >  1200 DPI  >  50% Threshold

+ PHOTOSHOP HALFTONES

If your photographic image has numerous shades of grey you should use a halftone.

Select Image  >  Mode  >  Greyscale Select

Image Mode  >  Bitmap  >  Output  >  1200 DPI  >  Halftone Screen  >  Frequency 100 LPI  

The ideal LPI (lines per inch) depends on your paper and presswork, but most printers printing on uncoated paper use 

a 100 LPI. It is a good balance of fine screen and easy printing. The higher the line screen, the more difficult it will be 

to print because the high line-screen plate plugs up with ink in the shadows and looks murky over-all.   Some printers 

choose to work with 85 or 65 LPI screens. This way the printing plate will be less likely to clog when on press. Using a 

lower LPI however does make the dots coarser and more obvious. 

Bleed and Crop Marks

+ BLEED

Our printers work on sheet formats that are much larger than your finished printed piece.  If any part of your design 

touches the border of your document layout, you will be required to use bleed. Place any design elements 3mm over 

the edge of your trim area. This ensures a clean uninterrupted final cut through the coloured ink layer.

+ CROP MARKS

Crop marks are the locators that our binders use to determine where to trim your job. It is essential to include crop 

marks with your job. The colour of crop marks must be set to ‘Registration Black’. If unsure check the file palette in your 

Adobe design software. 
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Paper

+ WEDDING RANGE

Our papers are sourced from the finest and most environmentally responsible paper mills worldwide. Letterpress papers 

are manufactured from rag content recycled from the textile industry. The fibres are designed to crush which provides 

that much loved relief look and plush feel. 

+ ENVELOPES

 In general, letterpress prints envelopes well. If your artwork is anything other than a return address, consult with us 

about placement of your art on envelopes. Depending on the envelope, there may be limitations to where you can  

place your art. 

+ COMMERCIAL PAPER RANGE

We also maintain relationships with Australian distributors like KW Doggett Fine Paper, Spicers, BJ Ball and are able  

to readily access commercial ranges of paper. Let us help you select a paper that is right for the job.

Designing for 2 Sided Printing
When designing a double sided letterpress piece, it is important to factor in the grammage of the paper stock  

that you intend to use.

+ LESS THAN 600GSM

Because the letterpress process presses type and graphic elements into the paper, you will see a reverse  

impression on the other side of the printed job. You should avoid setting type or images in this area.

+ MORE THAN 600GSM

Generally you can set type on both sides without having to worry about seeing too much impression  

on the reverse side.

The Colour Clause
Please remember that in all printing processes some variation of colour from the PMS book may occur.  

There are so many factors that may contribute to this;

 � choice of paper stock ie. coated or uncoated

 � choice of paper colour

 � the lighting conditions

 � the depth of impression on the press (this needs to be balanced to suit the detail  

and ink coverage in a design)

 � the condition of your PMS book (Hint: Keep your PMS books in a dark place and replace them regularly).

 � and the human eye (letterpress is a bespoke process after all).

More Questions?
 If you require any additional information or clarification in preparing you files please let us know and our design  

staff will help you through the process.
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